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NEW SCREEN DESIGN
SMARTPHONE PACKAGE
ONLINE MEDIA USAGE
TEXT MESSAGES
NAVIGATION
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InControl Touch Pro Functionsi
Your current InControl Touch Pro offers a range of innovative features and functions designed to make
your multimedia life easier and more convenient. A fresher design, intuitive menu structures and
state-of-the-art connectivity ensure a safe and pleasant driving experience. Connect your smartphone
to access apps, play music through the high-quality sound system and plan the best route to your
destination. The most important infotainment additions and enhancement are outlined for you below.
Design of the user interface
The new and fresher design of your InControl Pro Duo user interface now features just three clearly
structured main menu tiles. It contains new symbols and icons for additional functions as well as a
clearer and more intuitive media player interface.
The colour schemes have also been updated. A light and a dark colour scheme can currently be
selected for the 10″ Touch Pro screen. With this update, the colour schemes change automatically to
suit the external lighting conditions.
“Light” colour
scheme

“Dark” colour
scheme

If you prefer a special colour scheme or do not want the colour scheme to change automatically, you
should proceed as follows:



Check the settings to see whether “Auto” or a colour scheme that you do not want is set by
default.
Switch to your preferred colour scheme
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Smartphone package with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and Baidu Carlifeii
Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and Baidu Carlife are intelligent and secure solutions allowing you to use
selected content and functions on your smartphone in your vehicle.
 To do so, use a cable to connect your smartphone to your vehicle’s USB connection. Your vehicle
is then automatically detected (1).
 You can automatically access your smartphone's functions via the relevant menu iii (2).
 You can switch between the connected smartphone and InControl Touch Pro's other functions
at any time (3 and 4).
 The connection is also displayed in the main menu of your InControl Touch Pro (5).
1
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For further information about Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, compatible smartphones, operating
systems and available apps, visit the manufacturers’ sites at www.apple.com/carplay and
www.android.com/autoiv.
Online media and access to connected audio equipmentv
For vehicles equipped with a mobile data connection, a range of audio streaming services are now
available either via SIM card with data usage or via a Wi-Fi connection.

In addition to TuneIn, which streams thousands of radio stations and podcasts from around the world,
you can also use the music streaming service Deezer, provided that the vehicle has a live functionvi.
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Looking for your favourite songs on your smartphone? No problem! Simply use the convenient media
search function for audio devices and smartphones via Bluetooth.
Search options for Bluetooth audio files:





Folder on the smartphone
Artist
Album
etc.

Sending and receiving text messagesvii
Touch Pro notifies users of incoming text messages and offers a range of interaction options:




The text message can be read out to the user.
The user can respond with predefined messages (selected from a list) or call the sender back.
The user can send a predefined text message to any contact in their phone book.

Voice-activated navigation inputviii
After pressing the talk button on the steering wheel, users can voice-activate navigation guidance
using simple commands. The InControl Touch Pro supports 18 languages and dialects, making it easy
for anyone to navigate to a tourist attraction or a point-of-interest.

Navigate to the Towerhotel
Navigate home
Navigate to postcode
Touch Pro: enter the postcode

CV50679
Cancel navigation
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Further highlights





High-performance routing complete with intuitive search method and user-friendly
interface.
Supports USB sticks and CDs/DVDs and displays album covers for Bluetooth audio
sources.
Comfort functions for front air-conditioned seats, massage seats and premium rear
massage seats
Stable InControl apps, live apps and web browser.

i

Software version 18c; Infotainment systems with 8″ and 10″ screen
For entertainment units with a 10″ screen from model year 17
iii Approved content varies depending on the smartphone's operating system. Please check your smartphone's technical requirements to
see if they are compatible with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto or Baidu Carlife.
iv You may have to select a different domain for country-specific information. Apple CarPlay compatible from iPhone 5 or later, according
to manufacturer’s site. Android Auto compatible from Android 5.0 Lollipop or later, according to manufacturer’s site (as at September
2018).
v Plans are in place to support other streaming services such as Spotify, Apple Music or Amazon Music, most likely from the second half of
2019.
vi Depending on the vehicle model and market. Please ask your dealer
vii These functions are available for smartphones with a compatible Bluetooth profile (access to messages) and accepted access authorisation
for Touch Pro.
viiiTouch Pro updated to 17C or a later software version Vehicle with voice support (note: vehicles without voice control: X152 18MY, X152
19MY P1, L538C, all MY)
ii
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